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Sarah was an unseen presence in Batman: The Dark Knight Returns, an alternate future story. In it,
she is Gordon's loving, stay-at-home wife. Gordon, by now a retiring police commissioner, inwardly
repeats, "I think of Sarah.
Sarah Essen Gordon - Wikipedia
Thomas Lawrence Knight (born 22 January 1993), usually credited as Tommy Knight, is an English
actor best known for playing Luke Smith in The Sarah Jane Adventures and Doctor Who, Kevin
Chalk in Waterloo Road, murder victim Caleb "Cal" Bray in Glue and Brodie in Victoria.
Tommy Knight - Wikipedia
Your source for all things OSCARÂ®, including the 90th Academy Awards - the latest news,
predictions and insight - and the occasional digression.
The Gold Knight - Latest Academy Awards news and insight
"I am now alone in the Library, Mistress of all I survey." (Jane Austen, in a letter to her sister
Cassandra, 1813). Reading with Austen digitally recreates the Library of Godmersham Park, the
estate of Jane Austen's brother Edward Austen Knight.
Reading with Austen | About
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